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Part. I

Quarterly Issues

Weather ● Argentina: frost damage in October 2021 and hail damage in February 2022
leading to an expected 15% lighter crop

● Chile: drought conditions may cause a 10% decrease in 2022 production
● South Africa: cooler summer  delayed the harvest by one to two weeks
● Australia: slightly smaller 2022 crop expected due to unfavourable weather

conditions brought on by La Niña

Trade Regulation ● UK scrapped VI�1 import certificate requirements on all imported wines
● UK to implement an increase in duties on wines of 11.5% alcohol and above
● UK and Australia signed a FTA that eliminates UK customs duties on

Australian wine imports
● UK and New Zealand agreed to an FTA in principle which will remove UK

import tariffs on wine
● FTA between Australia and India to be concluded by the end of 2022 with an

interim agreement set to be announced in April 2022

Covid-19
& Russia-Ukraine
Conflict

● Increased input and logistical costs continue as a result of COVID�19 and the
Russia-Ukraine conflict

● Global container shortage likely to remain for 2022 and container prices are
expected to remain high

● Russia-Ukraine conflict will lead to increased logistical prices due to
increased oil and gas prices

● Russia-Ukraine conflict will lead to increased fertiliser prices as Russia
controls 14% of the current global fertiliser stock

● Wine sales and exports are expected to return to pre-COVID�19 levels in 2022
as countries are systematically easing pandemic related restrictions

Price Trends ● Rising global wine prices in 2022 due to increased demand as well as
increased input and freight costs

● Southern Hemisphere wine prices rising due to the low carryover of stock,
shorter harvest expectations, and inflationary pressure

● High price expectations by sellers coupled with buyers’ reluctance to pay high
prices could lead to shorter term outlook and transactions

● Global consumer confidence could suffer due to rising inflation as the year
progresses, which might translate to a downtick in wine sales at the retail
level
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Part II

Quarterly Summary

1.1 Wine

- White Wine �Northern Hemisphere)

- White Wine �Southern Hemisphere)

- Red Wine �Northern Hemisphere)

- Red Wine �Southern Hemisphere)

- Sparkling Wine
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Part. II                                                                                 Quarterly Summary- Wine

White Wine �Northern Hemisphere)

Italy Italian white wine prices have increased YoY since Mar-21 in response to high demand
combined with a low 2021 production and rising input costs. Pinot Grigio DOC is in strong
demand with Jan-22 bottlings up 33% YoY and currently trading at USD1.30/litre and higher.
Demand for generic whites and sparkling bases has been strong, increasing the likelihood of
rising prices. Small volumes of Italian white wines remain on the market and stocks are
expected to sell out quickly.

Spain Initial high demand for Spanish Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay has tapered off with the
Spanish white wine market starting 2022 off on a quiet note. 60�70% of Spain's white wine
has been contracted, and the best qualities are essentially sold out. Interested buyers
should place their orders quickly as limited supply is available. Spanish white wine prices are
up compared to the first quarter of 2021 but are largely stable with no increases observed
since the start of 2022.

France French 2021 varietal white wines are essentially sold out following the initial round of
post-harvest contracting and very few new batches have appeared on the market. A small
volume of wine is expected to return to the market for various reasons, including small
growers releasing stored wine, unsold stock availability, and volume reductions in slower
lines. Prices for stock that do become available are up by as much as 50% compared to the
first quarter of 2021, making French white wines the most expensive on the market.

USA Much of the 2021 harvest has been contracted following strong early demand, particularly
for Chardonnay, Muscat, Colombard, and Chenin Blanc. The price of generic white has
increased slightly to just above USD1/litre since the start of 2022. A shortage of generic
white in the US market helps explain high prices and is likely to be an ongoing opportunity
for international suppliers such as South Africa who have been the main beneficiary in the
past 12 months. Some wineries that usually have extra grapes for sale are keeping them
back, speculating that prices will rise in the coming months.

Figure 1.
Source: CIATTI

Outlook Northern Hemisphere white wines are trading at elevated prices compared to the first
quarter of 2021 due to the high global demand for white wine in the face of low
production and stock levels. Further price increases are not expected in the near future
as low stock levels have already been accounted for and prices have been upwardly
adjusted accordingly.
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Part. II                                                                                 Quarterly Summary- Wine

White Wine �Southern Hemisphere)

Argentina The Argentine white grape crop is expected to decrease by 30% compared to 2021 due to
spring frosts in October 2021 and hailstorms in February 2022. The lower production
combined with a roughly 50% inflation rate during the last 12 months saw prices of generic
and varietal wines increase significantly in Mar-22. Generic white wine prices increased by
an average of USD0.1/litre, with the most significant price increases observed on Sauvignon
Blanc and Chardonnay, which are up by USD0.5/litre.

Chile The Chilean harvest is expected to be down by 10% compared to 2021 due to the ongoing
drought. The 2022 white grapes in general appear to be of better quality than the 2021 crop
which suffered from heavy January rains. The 2022 white grape prices have been high and
stable, creating some anxiety for wineries where international and domestic demand is
slowing down. Chile’s new vintage Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay are not as high in
demand compared to the first quarter of 2021. Consequently, there remains some
availability though stocks are expected to sell quickly due to the high global demand for
white wine.

Australia The Australian white grape crop is expected to be down slightly due to unfavourable
weather conditions brought on by the La Niña weather pattern. Demand for white wines
remains consistent with Sauvignon Blanc experiencing the highest interest and demand. The
Australian dry white price is slightly down for Mar-22 compared to Mar-21 at around
USD0.65/litre. The YoY price decrease of Australian white wines is most likely due to the
tariffs imposed by China on Australian wine in 2021.

South Africa South Africa's Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio, and Muscat have been heavily
contracted pre-harvest, and the activity continues as the grapes come into the wineries.
With a smaller harvest expected in 2022 coupled with intense demand pressure, supply will
quickly be drawn out. All white varieties are still available in good volumes and of excellent
quality at the end of Mar-22. Premium Chenin Blanc is becoming more popular as an
opportunity for buyers as it offers an unbeatable price-quality ratio. Despite the high
demand levels, pricing on South Africa’s good-quality varietal white wines has experienced
only modest increases between vintages of approximately 5�8%.

Figure 2.
Source: CIATTI

Outlook Argentine white wine prices are likely to stabilise at the currently elevated level. Chilean
and Australian prices are expected to remain firm in the coming months. The current
South African white wines prices are a good opportunity for international buyers, and
prices are not expected to increase significantly going forward.
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Part. II                                                                                 Quarterly Summary- Wine

Red Wine �Northern Hemisphere)

Italy Italian red wine is receiving much less attention than Italian white wine in 2022. However,
high alcohol reds and all international varietals are in demand. Entry-level generic reds are
not receiving much attention with a subsequent reduction in price to their current level of
USD0.7/litre which is around the same price bracket as Mar-21. Wine buyers are cautious,
purchasing only what is strictly necessary for the immediate term or what is difficult to find.

Spain The 2022 Spanish red wine market started on a quiet but stable note. Demand pressure on
Spain’s high-quality international varietal reds as well as high colour, high alcohol Tintorera
has eased with sufficient stock still available. High-quality red wines are projected to be sold
out by summertime. Standard-quality varietal reds and generic reds have experienced a
slight decrease in price since the start of the buying campaign, and most red wines still
trading are at modestly elevated levels compared to the first quarter of 2021.

France High-quality French red wines that are high in alcohol have become difficult to source due to
low available volumes. However, standard to medium-quality varietal reds such as Cabernet,
Merlot, and Syrah remain in good supply with slower than normal trading activity. There is a
surplus in red wine from the Southern growing regions of France. Bottlers have also focused
on selling older stock, causing a delay in switching to the 2021 vintage. Prices of the 2021
southern French reds and rosés remain stable but are still high compared to the prior
campaign. Current purchasing patterns suggest that buyers buy in increments depending on
their immediate needs.

USA Availability of 2021 bulk red wine in the US is limited, and the available supply is high in price
compared to the previous buying campaign. Generic red is currently traded at above $1/litre,
the highest in the wine industry. Wine sales in the US improved in the closing month of 2021
and are expected to increase further in 2022, driving the high price of US reds. Varietal red
wines appear to be at equilibrium as supply and demand are steady. There has been a
particular interest in Merlot and Zinfandel recently.

Figure 3.

Source: CIATTI

Outlook Spanish, French, and US reds are trading at elevated prices compared to 2021, while
Italian prices have decreased to similar prices as last year. High-quality red wines that
are high in alcohol remain in high demand while standard to medium quality reds is
experiencing subdued interest.
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Part. II                                                                                 Quarterly Summary- Wine

Red Wine �Southern Hemisphere)

Argentina The 2022 Argentine red grape production is expected to come in 15% lighter than 2021, due
to spring frosts in October 2021 and hailstorms in February 2022. There are less frost and
hail damage concerns regarding the later-blossoming red varietal grapes including Criolla
and Malbec. Good carryover stock of excellent-quality Argentinian Malbec from the 2021
harvest at negotiable prices constitutes a good opportunity for International buyers. The
lower production combined with a roughly 50% inflation rate during the last 12 months saw
prices of generic and varietal wines increase significantly in Mar-22 by an average of
USD0.2/litre.

Chile The 2022 Chilean harvest is expected to decrease by 10% YoY due to the ongoing drought.
The drought conditions may affect the later-ripening reds which will become clear in April.
Chile continues to possess good volumes of red varietal wines especially Merlot and
Cabernet Sauvignon at a stable and often negotiable prices. Pinot Noir demand is quieter
than in 2021 with the US taking less volumes than in previous years. Bulk exports remain in
positive territory but there is a fear of a reduction in international demand for Chilean wines
due to ongoing shipping issues and rising costs.

Australia Australian Red wine inventory remains high following a 93% decline in export volumes to
China in 2021. Pinot Noir and select, small-batch premium reds are in demand but red wine
inquiries are limited. Due to the high stock levels and limited demand Australian red wines
are trading at 50% of Mar-21 prices. The Australian 2022 red grape crop is expected to be
down 10�15% due to unfavourable weather conditions, which had powdery mildew as an
effect. The decline could grow larger if uncontracted grape growers decide to leave fruit on
the vine due to high stock levels and low prices.

South Africa The 2022 South Africa red wine and rosé markets are quieter compared to 2021 with
carryover stocks from previous vintages still being worked through. Prices are at a slightly
reduced but similar level to the first quarter of 2021 in the previous campaign, and there is a
steady domestic demand for varietal reds. South Africa possesses good supply levels of
excellent-quality 2021 Cabernet, Merlot, Shiraz, and Pinotage at negotiable pricing.

Figure 4.
Source: CIATTI

Outlook
Chilean and South African prices have remained stable over the past 12 months, and are
expected to remain in the current trading bracket. Argentine reds have experienced a
sharp price increase in March and are expected to decrease in the foreseeable future
taking into account the current depressed demand for reds. Australian red wine is
trading at undervalued levels with no reason to expect a price increase soon.
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Part. II                                                                                 Quarterly Summary- Wine

Sparkling Wine

Italy Total Prosecco sales in 2021 were up 25.4% compared to 2020 for a total of 627.5M bottles,
indicating a recovery trend in the Italian sparkling wine market. Prosecco bottlings were up
16.7% in Jan-22 and 27.7% in Feb-22 YoY, maintaining strong momentum into 2022.
Prosecco demand is high and supplies may not be sufficient to last until the 2022 vintage
due to low production levels in 2021. Supply is already difficult to come by and the high
prices are becoming problematic for many potential buyers. The bulk prices in 2022 remain
stable at around USD3/litre which is roughly a 50% increase in price YoY. Prosecco exports
to Russia have been cancelled which could open up some supply. However, the total
Prosecco volume going to Russia equates to less than two weeks of annual production, so
the effect on supply may be limited.

France Total Champagne sales in 2021 were up 32% compared to 2020, when sales slumped by
20% due to the ramifications of COVID�19. Total sales volume in 2021 reached 322m bottles
with the domestic French market absorbing 142m bottles, a 25% increase and return to
pre-pandemic levels. Exports reached a record at 180m bottles, which is an increase of 37%
from 2020, and 15% more than in 2019. Due to the low production yields from the 2021
French harvest, prices of French Champagne could rise as much as 20%.

Outlook High demand for Prosecco and Champagne coupled with low 2021 production years for
both Italy and France resulted in high prices for prestigious sparkling wines. Prices are
expected to increase further as supplies are not guaranteed to last until the 2022
harvest.
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April 2022

About Us
____

Tridge is a Global Trade Ecosystem in the food and
agriculture industry that combines professional network
and data intelligence and makes trustworthy and
sustainable cross-border trades possible. We create and
provide a very unique and powerful global-scale platform
for buyers and suppliers to be connected and do business
with each other more confidently and seamlessly.

Our mission is to become a go-to place for the ultimate
sourcing solutions by creating a safe and reliable trade
community. For Buyers, Tridge consistently provides
extensive market trend data around the globe, creating
opportunities in both untapped and existing markets and
connecting them with credible suppliers. For Suppliers,
we identify and develop sales opportunities from the
regions they could not reach ever before. We combine
state-of-the-art technology to make this happen.

For more information visit:
tridge.com

For more information call:
�82 2 6674 5500

Sales:
global-enterprise-sales@tridge.com

Intelligence:
intelligence-solutions@tridge.com
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